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The new Mitsubishi Carisma is presented to you in four different trim levels. The design you have chosen answers
to all present demands of a modern car, cherishing a valuable heritage in design, safety, comfort and performance.
To make your choice even more attractive, Mitsubishi offers a wide choice of quality accessories with which to 
personalise your vehicle. This catalogue reveals all possibilities of making your Carisma unique, totally in line
with your own personal style, your needs and high expectations.
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STYLING

With a wide range of accessories, we offer a perfect way to express your personality. 
Whether you want additional style, stunning sportivity or a surprising combination,
we provide all the tools to create your very personal Mitsubishi. Everyone is 
different. Let your car reflect your personality. The choice is yours.

Carisma shown with fog
lamps, sportive spoiler,
side airdam extension
and alloy wheels.
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Alloy wheel - 6J x 15” 
9 spoke

MZ312397

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312695

Alloy wheel - 6J X 15”
8 twin spoke
MZ312396

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312695

Wheel cover 15”
5 twin spoke
MZ312052

Alloy wheels can 
be protected against

theft with lockable 
wheel nuts.

Alloy wheel - 6J x 15” 
7 spoke

MZ312050

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312695

Rear spoiler, elegant type
For Hatchback

MZ312102 

Side airdam extension 
MZ310989

Rear spoiler, elegant type
For Saloon, including 3rd

LED brake light
MZ312101

Alloy wheel - 6J x 15” 
5 spoke with centre cap
MZ311979

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312696

Alloy wheel - 6J x 15” 
5 twin spoke
MZ311672

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312693

Chrome rear grip
MZ312055

Rear spoiler, sportive type
For Hatchback
MZ312103

This sportive spoiler can
be provided with a 3rd
LED brake light.
MZ312104
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Decoration panel
Punched metal design
MZ312571

Steering wheel, leather
Available for vehicles with or without cruise control.
Please ask your dealer.

Shift knob, leather
For 1.8 GDI / 1.9 DI-D
engines
MZ312056

Shift knob, leather
For 1.3 / 1.6 engines

MZ311088

Shift knob, wood/leather
For 1.3 / 1.6 engines

MZ311885

Shift knob, wood/leather
For 1.8 GDI / 1.9 DI-D
engines
MZ311886

INTERIOR STYLING 

Decoration panel
Titanium look

MR914445

Decoration panel
Wood look

MR798446
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IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

The pleasure of listening to great music played on superb equipment is one of the joys of driving. Our range of 
in-car entertainment systems is designed to provide the highest quality of musical experience, which is almost
true-to-life. Advanced traffic alert and route navigation systems are the latest developments in the world of 
state-of-the-art communication. And, of course, Mitsubishi is there to meet your demands.

PH-4500
Full colour arrow type navigation system, RDS (EON/PTY)
tuner/cassette player, CD-ROM player, CD changer control,
telephone mute preparation, trip computer mode switch, 
4 x 30W.
MZ312721

Navigation installation kit
MZ312051

Digital road maps
Benelux MZ312008
France MZ312006
Germany MZ312004
Great Britain MZ312005
Italy/Switzerland/Austria MZ312007
Spain/Portugal MZ312440
Sweden/Denmark MZ312003
European package 
(7 CD’s: B/NL/L, F, D, GB, I/CH/A, E/P, S/DK) MZ312638

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

Navigation control
1. Navi/menu switch
2. Joystick/ent multi controller
3. Six navigation operation switches

RDS (EON/PTY) tuner/cassette player/
CD changer control
1. Front panel sliding mode
2. Double anti-theft protection

Full colour displays
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Roof wind deflector
Suitable for a factory
installed sun roof
MZ312054

Side window deflector
For front doors only

MZ312112

PH-3000
Radio/CD player with RDS-EON tuner, CD changer control
buttons, trip computer mode switch, telephone mute 
preparation and detachable front key-panel, 4 x 30W.
MZ312720

PH-3850
Radio/CD player with RDS-EON tuner, CD changer control
buttons, trip computer mode switch, telephone mute 
preparation and detachable front panel, 4 x 40W. 
Standard equipped with Jazz Black front panel.
MZ312637

Front panels are separately available in several colours 
(see quick reference list).

COMFORT

Your vehicle has been designed to provide a maximum of
comfort. Through a range of additional products, we have 
created the possibility of bringing the already high
level of comfort to an even higher standard. Choose from
the carefully crafted products and make your Mitsubishi
the most pleasant way to travel.

Keyless entry
A transmitter key 

activates your central
door locking and 
interior lighting. 

MZ312113

COMFORT

Monochrome display with CD player

Monochrome display with driving-related 
and audio information

Monochrome display with cassette player

10 disc CD changer
MZ312569

Rear sunblind
For Hatchback
MZ311394

Rubber mats
Front set 
MZ312282 
Rear set 
MZ311902

Entry guards, stainless steel
Front door set 
MZ312441 
Rear door set
MZ312442

PH-2000
Radio/cassette player with RDS-EON tuner, CD changer
control buttons, trip computer mode switch, telephone mute 
preparation and detachable front key-panel, 4 x 30W.
MZ312719

IN-CAR 
ENTERTAINMENT
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Pollen filter
For vehicles without air-conditioning XZ311916
For vehicles with air-conditioning XZ311917

Air-conditioning kit 
For 1.3 engines, m/t, LHD MZ340700

For 1.6 engines, m/t, LHD MZ340782
For 1.6 engines, m/t, RHD MZ340783

For 1.6 engines, a/t and 1.8 GDI engines, LHD MZ340784
For 1.6 engines, a/t and 1.8 GDI engines, RHD MZ340785

COMFORT

Carisma shown with 
artist impression of 
air-conditioning.

Sun-glasses holder
MZ312296

Seat storage bag
MZ312731

Textile mats
“Comfort” black
velours
LHD MZ312132
RHD MZ312133

Textile mats
“Classic” anthracite

needle felt
LHD MZ312128
RHD MZ312129

Textile mats
“Elegance” black

velours
LHD MZ312136
RHD MZ312137

Centre armrest,
fabric top

For black interior
MZ312398
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Warning triangle
MZ312957

Rear parking assistance
Supports driving backwards with audible distance 
indication. Sensors can be painted in body colour.
MZ312947

First aid kit
MZ312958

Combination kit
Consisting of first aid kit
and warning triangle
MZ312959

Child safety seat 
"Zoom"

For children between 
4 to 12 years of age

MZ311099

Child safety seat 
"Airseat"

For children between 9
months and 8 years old

MZ312389

SAFETY & PROTECTION
Everyday motoring conditions make safety the most essential part of a vehicle concept. We at Mitsubishi are very
much aware of this. To make sure you and your passengers travel well protected, we have developed the best in
safety accessories. All are engineered to meet today’s safety requirements.

Fog lamp
Projector type

MZ312053

Fog lamp 
Multi reflector type
MZ312109

Wiring harness for 
fog lamps 
MZ312108

Child safety seat 
"Baby-safe"

For babies up to 15
months and 13 kgs

MZ311097

Mudguards
Rear set

MZ312049

Mudguards
Front set

For vehicles with airdam
MZ312126

For vehicles without airdam
MZ312127
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TRANSPORT AND LEISURE

Mitsubishi vehicles have been designed for ideal transportation of people and
equipment. Whether you transport family luggage, mountain bikes or surfboard, we
offer a range of special products to do the job. All are easy to mount and specially
designed by Mitsubishi.

Carisma shown with 
elegant spoiler, roof 
carrier and alloy wheels.
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Ski carrier / snowboard carrier
With integrated lock.
For four pairs of skis or two snowboards.
MZ311974

Load stops
Movable load stops to match the 
roof carrier exactly to the load you 
are transporting.
MZ312469

Tie-down strap
MZ311382

Bike carrier,
black-coated steel 
With integrated lock.
MZ312791

Luggage carrier, 
black-coated steel 

With adjustable ends to 
provide a flat surface 

for long loads. 
Dimensions: 75 x 100 cm.

MZ535826

Kayak carrier / surfboard carrier
Including two tie-down straps

MZ311380

Paddle holder / mast holder
MZ311381

Bike carrier, aluminium
With integrated lock. 

All settings can be
adjusted at roof height.

MZ311988

Roof carrier
With integrated lock.
For roof moulding 
applications.

For Hatchback MZ311026
For Saloon MZ311409

Some of the roof carriers appearing in this brochure may
differ from the models available in your market.

TRANSPORT & LEISURE
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Exterior styling Page 4 - 7
Spoilers:
- elegant type, for Hatchback MZ312102
- sportive type, for Hatchback  MZ312103
- LED brake light set (no ill.) MZ312104
- elegant type, for Saloon MZ312101
Chrome rear grip MZ312055
Side airdam extension MZ310989
Alloy wheels 6J x 15”:
- 5 spoke + centre cap MZ311979
- 5 twin spoke MZ311672
- 9 spoke MZ312397
- 7 spoke MZ312050
- 8 twin spoke MZ312396
Wheel cover 15”, 5 twin spoke (set of 4) MZ312052
Lockable wheel nuts (set of 4) see page 7

Interior styling & In-car entertainment Page 8 - 12
Steering wheel, black leather:
- for vehicles with or without cruise control ask your dealer 
Decoration panels:
- punched metal design  MZ312571
- wood look MR798446
- titanium look MR914445
Shift knobs:
- leather, 1.3 / 1.6 engines, m/t only MZ311088
- leather, 1.8 GDI / 1.9 DI-D engines, m/t only MZ312056
- wood/leather, 1.3 / 1.6 engines, m/t only MZ311885
- wood/leather, 1.8 GDI / 1.9 DI-D engines, m/t only MZ311886
- silver/leather, 1.3 / 1.6 engines, m/t only (no ill.) MZ311883
- silver/leather, 1.8 GDI / 1.9 DI-D engines, m/t only (no ill.) MZ311884
PH-4500 navigation system MZ312721
Navigation installation kit MZ312051
Digital road maps:
- Benelux MZ312008
- France MZ312006
- Germany MZ312004
- Great Britain MZ312005
- Italy/Switzerland/Austria MZ312007
- Spain/Portugal MZ312440
- Sweden/Denmark MZ312003
- European package 

(7 CD’s: A/CH/I, B/NL/L, F, D, E/P, S/DK, UK) MZ312638
PH-3850 MZ312637
PH-3000 MZ312720
PH-2000 MZ312719
Front panels for PH-3850:
- Jazz Black (standard) MZ312691
- Boom Box Carbon MZ312683
- Sonic Silver MZ312684 
- Urban Grey MZ312685 
- Salsa Red MZ312686 
- Evergreen Yellow MZ312687 
- Ballad Blue MZ312688 
- Classic Wood MZ312689 
- Opera Marble MZ312690
Protection case for colour panel MZ312692  
10 disc CD changer MZ312569
Telephone mute cable (no ill.) MZ312259

Comfort Page 13 - 15
Keyless entry MZ312113
Rear sunblind, for Hatchback MZ311394
Roof wind deflector MZ312054
Side window deflector MZ312112
Rubber mats:
- front set MZ312282
- rear set MZ311902
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Entry guard:
- front door set MZ312441
- rear door set MZ312442
Air-conditioning:
- for 1.3 engines, m/t, LHD MZ340700
- for 1.6 engines, m/t, LHD MZ340782
- for 1.6 engines, m/t, RHD MZ340783
- for 1.6 engines, a/t and 1.8 GDI engines, LHD MZ340784
- for 1.6 engines, a/t and 1.8 GDI engines, RHD MZ340785
Pollen filter:
- without air-conditioning XZ311916
- with air-conditioning XZ311917
Sun-glasses holder MZ312296
Seat storage bag MZ312731
Textile mats:
- classic anthracite, LHD MZ312128
- comfort black, LHD MZ312132
- elegance black, LHD MZ312136
- classic anthracite, RHD MZ312129
- comfort black, RHD MZ312133
- elegance black, RHD MZ312137
Centre armrest for black interior MZ312398

Safety & protection Page 16 - 17
Fog lamps:
- multi reflector type MZ312109
- projector type MZ312053
- wiring harness for fog lamps (no ill.) MZ312108
Rear parking assistance MZ312947 
Mudguards:
- front set, for vehicles with airdam MZ312126
- front set, for vehicles without airdam MZ312127
- rear set MZ312049
Child safety seats:
- "Airseat" MZ312389
- "Baby-Safe" MZ311097
- "Zoom" MZ311099
Warning triangle MZ312957
First aid kit MZ312958
Combination kit (first aid kit & warning triangle) MZ312959

Transport & leisure Page 18 - 22
Roof carrier, for roof moulding applications:
- for Hatchback MZ311026
- for Saloon MZ311409
Bike carrier, aluminium MZ311988
Bike carrier, black-coated steel MZ312791
Luggage carrier, black-coated steel  MZ535826
Load stops (set of 4) MZ312469
Tie-down strap (1 pce) MZ311382
Surfboard/kayak carrier MZ311380
Mast/paddle holder MZ311381
Ski/snowboard carrier MZ311974
Ski carrier (no ill.) MZ535809
Towbars:
- detachable MZ312708
- fixed MZ312100
Towbar wiring (no ill.):
- 7 pin, LHD  MZ312697
- 13 pin, LHD MZ312698 
- 7 pin, incl. C2 module  MZ312699
- 7 pin, 12S universal harness, RHD MZ312327 
- adapter socket - 13 to 7 pin MZ312649
- flasher bulb MZ311258
Trunk tray:
- for Hatchback MZ311118
- for Saloon with normal spare wheel MZ312111
- for Saloon with temporary compact spare wheel MZ312110

Touch-up paint ask your dealer 

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press. The right is
reserved to change specifications, partnumbers and features without prior notice. To avoid any misunderstandings your Mitsubishi Motors dealer
will advise of any alterations made since the date of issue of this brochure. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any
means, without the prior written permission of Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.. Some of the products or vehicles shown in the brochure may differ
from the models available in your market.

Towbar, fixed
MZ312100

7-pin or 13-pin dedicated wiring kits are available 
(see quick reference list for details).

TRANSPORT & LEISURE

Towbar, detachable
MZ312708

Trunk tray
With integrated anti-slip mat

For Hatchback 
MZ311118 

For Saloon with normal spare wheel 
MZ312111 

For Saloon with temporary compact spare wheel 
MZ312110
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